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Deakin is increasing its teaching capacity and transforming the Melbourne Burwood Campus to a modern and innovative learning environment through the construction of the new Deakin Law School Building (LC).

The new building will be operational for Trimester 2, 2020 and will feature:

• Five levels of flexible, active learning spaces for general purpose teaching.
• Two levels of student support and health and wellbeing services.
• One level of staff workspace – a new home for the Deakin Law School.

It will also be Deakin’s first leading-edge sustainable building with key design features including rainwater harvesting and use, glare control systems, activity and fitness spaces, and a fully accessible connection to end-of-trip active transport facilities.

Where will it be?

The new Deakin Law School Building (LC) will be positioned in the Elgar Road Precinct between the western end of the Burwood Link pedestrian bridge and buildings LA, MA and MB. It will provide:

• fully accessible pedestrian link to Car Park 12
• connectivity to the Burwood Link pedestrian bridge
• safe and accessible 24/7 location
• Wellness Garden and outdoor plaza area.

What student services are included?

Two levels will feature student services and provide a welcoming campus experience including:

• Health and Wellbeing Centre
• Fitness Centre
• Deakin University Student Association (DUSA)
• Informal study areas
• Security Hub
• Food outlet.

These student services will have a close link to the Wellness Garden.

Timeline

| Late-2017 | Early works commenced |
| 2018 | Main construction commenced |
| Trimester 2, 2020 | Building LC operational |

Where and what are flexible learning spaces?

Levels 2 to 6 will provide a range of general-purpose learning spaces that are accessible, media-rich and designed specifically for the needs of the modern student.

The flexible and adaptable floor plate can create spaces for 30 to 90 people based on demand, along with four Premier Learning Spaces with capacity for 120 to 200 students each.

What disruptions will there be on campus?

The construction and landscaping works will result in some noise and access implications; however is being carefully managed to minimise impact on key university activities such as orientation and exams.
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